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Microsoft ‘ProxyToken’ Vulnerability
What is it?
Now-Patched security vulnerability impacting Microsoft 
Exchange Server.

This vulnerability could be weaponised by an 
unauthenticated attacker to modify server configurations, 
thus leading to the disclosure of personal information.

Microsoft addressed this issue as part of ‘Patch Tuesday’ for 
July 2021.

Who is affected?
Everyone running Microsoft exchange servers and unpatched 
systems. Nowcomm expect that we will see companies 
breached via this method as threat actors are actively 
attempting to exploit this vulnerability as early as August 10th.

How has this happened?
Security shortcoming resides in a feature called ‘Delegated 
Authentication’. 

The Outlook web access client passes authentication requests directly to 
the backend when it detects the presence of a security token cookie.

Since this feature needs to be enabled on the backend it leads to a 
scenario in which the module heandling this delegation isn’t loaded 
resulting in a bypass as the backend fails to authenticate incoming 
requests based on the SecurityToken cookie.

What can we do?
Make sure Windows systems are patched promptly.

Create rigorous patching schedule for employee endpoints.

Consider a dedicated Security Operations Centre to stay one
step ahead of cyber criminals. Find out about nowSecure
Defend

https://nowcomm.com/our-solutions/security-protection/#defend
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LockBit Cyber Gang
Who are they?
Cyber criminal gang that operate a RaaS model.

The ransomware they use is named after the gang. It is 
predominantly used in targeted attacks rather than just 
spamming or attacking organisations indiscriminately.

Who is affected?
In the wake of Revil and DarkSide both shutting down 
operations, LockBit has seemingly filled the void left behind.

There have already been quite a few high profile attacks on 
businesses by this group.

How has this happened?
Recruiting corporate insiders, which are essentially employees of an 
organization, is one of LockBit’s first initiatives.

•Hackers are placing their offers for corporate insiders on the Windows 
wallpaper saved on encrypted devices of the victims.
•The advertisement claims to offer millions of dollars to insiders having 
access to internal accounts.
•The text in the wallpaper has contact information, mentioning that 

LockBit operators are looking out for VPN, RDP, and corporate email 
credentials to obtain or gain access to the network.

What can we do?
Logging for all employee accounts and removal of shared 
accounts.

Constant reviews of employee privileges relevant to job role.

Monitoring of network for unusual traffic.

Track, in real-time, whether anyone in your organisation has 
had their credentials compromised. nowSecure Monitor

https://nowcomm.com/our-solutions/security-protection/#monitor
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LockBit affiliate programData leak from Accenture

LockBit Gang Continued
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Cross Site Scripting
What happened?
Through this method, hackers are able to compromise sites 
without having to breach the specific company.

Malicious JavaScript can be ran on a website to scrape 
credit card details without the company or customer 
knowing.

Who is affected?
Businesses who outsource their website to companies who do 
not know best web development practice can be vulnerable.

Ecommerce sites with online payment portals.

How has this happened?
In 2020, technology ecommerce giant Newegg had their payment 
page compromised resulting in millions of personal records being 
exposed.

In 2018, UK based company Ticket Master fell victim to a crossite
scripting attack from malicious software on a third party 
company.

In 2014 Ebay were vulnerable to a cross site scripting attack 
where attackers inserted malicious code into product listings.

What lessons can be learnt?
1. Make sure regular MD5 checks are performed on payment 

webpages so any changes to code can be noticed. 

2. Running vulnerabilities scans on webpages and make sure 
that all plug ins and addons used are up to date.

3. Check the security of all third party companies used on the 
site, this includes JavaScript and payment options.
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If you have any
questions  or need any
additional information 
just give us acall  on the 
numbersbelow.

Nowcomm, The Nowcomm Building, Wyvern  
Business Park, Stanier Way, Derby DE216BF

01332 821100 / 01332821128

Thank you for  
reviewing your  
monthly report.

Get in touch

nowcomm.com


